Save Time and Money with Pre-fabricated Boards for Boiler and Combi Installs

If you could turn a two-day job into a one-day job, wouldn't you? We thought so, that's why we have launched a line of prefabricated boiler boards to help heating contractors like you increase your productivity and profitability.

There are three base models: Caleffi Zone Valve, Taco Circulator, or Taco Sentry Zone Valves. They all feature high-end components, are pre-wired for easy installation and tested at 1.5X working pressure. The circulators also have ECM technology and the pre-assembly includes the removal of ferrous materials to help improve the hydronic water quality. The board layouts come with a number of options including 2, 3 or 4 zones, left or right facing low loss header and a black or diamond plate backing.

In addition, we have recently added boards that are specifically for high-efficiency boiler installs. What sets them apart from the rest is the addition of the PurePro 5-in-1 Hydro Separator that is built in. It combines five high performance functions into one device that help increase heating efficiency, reduce corrosion and protect the heating parts. The Hydro Separator Boiler Board is available with Caleffi Zone Valves or Taco Circulator Pumps and has the same zone quantity, left/right orientation, and backing options as the base models.

The boards are being manufactured daily and are available across the F.W. Webb footprint. If you would like more information, contact your local F.W. Webb representative or visit fwwebb.com/heating.

Thousands of customers are already earning points, ARE YOU?

WEBB Rewards

Sign up today and start making your purchases count!

 Redeem points for gift cards, electronics, travel and more. The choice is YOURS!

Two new trip options will be announced this summer for the next 18 month program!

Visit fwwebbrewards.com for full details.

2021 Propane & Natural Gas Product Catalog

Contact your local F.W. Webb for a FREE printed copy or download a digital version from fwwebb.com.

Now Available

June 15 – July 31, 2021

Earn gift cards with qualifying TracPipe purchases.

Buy $2,500 worth of TracPipe and receive a $250 gift card
AND
Get a $100 gift card for each additional $1,000 of TracPipe purchased!

Visit fwwebbrewards.com/promotions for details.

Visit us at fwwebb.com for more news, events and information.
Hydro Separator 5-in-1
Multi-function device saves on system installation and maintenance costs with five high performance functions:
- Hydraulic separation
- Micro-bubble coalescing air separation
- Coalescing dirt separation
- Magnetic separation
- Tridicator (temperature and pressure reading)

#830267 PROHS1NPT 1” Threaded
#830268 PROHS1P 1” Press
Also available in 1-¼”, 1-½”, and 2”

TRIO Commercial Cast Iron Boilers
- 3-pass European design
- Multi-fuel flexibility
- 7 models ranging from 240 to 629 MBH
- Perfect for commercial or multi-unit buildings

#530772 PROPC7290

Purmo Radiators
- Steel with white enameled finish for scratch & corrosion resistance
- Provides both radiant and convective heat
- Works with standard efficiency and condensing boilers
- Easy to sub-zone

#488280 PURECS244822CV

Cavagna Kosan Regulators
Exclusively carried by F.W. Webb in the northeast!
- Durable powder coating
- Composite orifice seat that resists frost, with a rib to break up potential ice crystals
- 25 year life expectancy

#691564 CAV988TW-15
#691566 CAV988TW-17
#691547 CAV984HP-04
#691552 CAV988HP-06
#691580 CAV998LP-32
#691571 CAV998LP-02

Smart Water Shutoff
- Smart home water monitoring and leak detection system
- Remote and automatic options to shut off valve help to prevent catastrophic damage
- Performs daily leak tests using MicroLeak Technology that proactively monitors the security of the home’s entire water system
- Get alerts in real-time through the Flo by Moen app

#738088 MOE900-001

Flexible Medical Gas Piping
- Eliminates brazed sections and elbows with long, flexible lengths
- Minimizes hot work, dust and construction that can contaminate sterile healthcare environments
- Offers strength, durability, seismic-resistance, and layout flexibility for all types of medical gases

#978651 MDT-1000-CMT-100
#978660 MDT-1000-CMT-200

Yellow Gas Piping
- Designed for natural gas and propane gas distribution
- All Charter Yellow Gas Piping is labeled for gas utilities to comply with the Distribution Integrity Management Program
- Available in a variety of lengths and diameters

#183399 YGP125DR93-500
#183429 YGP345DR11-500
#183430 YGP15DR11-500

Get these products and much more at over 90 F.W. Webb locations across the Northeast. See fwwebb.com/locations.